The application of Freeport LNG (FLNG) plant is inconsistent with the public interest because:
1. The proposed location is on a very narrow county road that serves 4 subdivisions and is the only street in and out of these subdivisions. In the event of a catastrophic event (the plant blows up), residents will be trapped.
2. The proposed location is on wetland property and the toxic waste will destroy birds, fish and mammals that are already on the endangered species list. Specifically, jacqondari, brazoria crayfish, the small sawtooth fish and numerous birds that live at the adjoining Brazoria National Wildlife Refuge. The toxic emissions are listed on FLNG's application to TECQ and FERC.
3. The location of the proposed plant is not within city limits and hence no local supervision or regulatory authority.
I request that you deny the application.

Jeannie Praeger